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Abstract. The authors propose to construct an App for smartphones
and tablets as a free guide to the Toronto Pan Am/Parapan Am Games
2015. In an exciting twist, the App will include information about the rich
indigenous cultural heritage of the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) with the
goal of creating awareness of the GTA’s deep human history. The App
will provide games visitors with a wide-ranging cultural experience while
promoting our pasts, present and shared future. The software for the App
will be based on the WIDE toolkit from the University of Waterloo, which
has been used to deploy over 80 web-based and mobile platforms for
many different partner organizations. The App will be an extension of an
existing platform called First Story, which already captures many aspects
of the sweeping cultural heritage of the various indigenous First Nations
communities that have been resident in the GTA over the centuries.
Keywords: destination tourism, indigenous cultural heritage, mobile
geomatics, duty to consult
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Introduction

The authors propose to construct an application (App) for smartphones and
tablets for the Toronto Pan Am/Parapan Am Games 2015 [6] that will function
as a free guide to the event itself. Users will find handy information about all the
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venues, competitions and associated cultural events. But in an exciting twist, and
building on a millennial old continental indigenous tradition of sharing knowledge
and honouring visitors with gifts, the App will include additional information
about the rich indigenous cultural heritage of the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
The Pan Am/Parapan Am Games is a sporting tradition that connects people
of the North and South American continents in a way analogous to the ancient
trade routes that historically ran north and south in this hemisphere. As the host
indigenous Community of the Toronto Pan Am/Parapan Am Games 2015, the
Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation (MNCFN) want to welcome games
attendees, and in the spirit of reciprocity are sponsoring the production of this
App, with the twin goals of both creating awareness of the deep human history
of the Greater Toronto Area, but also of connecting people of the Americas with
each other. The authors propose this smartphone/tablet app as a way for games
visitors to have an enhanced cultural experience in the GTA while promoting
thinking about our pasts, our present and our shared future.
The software for the App will be developed by the Centre for Community
Mapping (COMAP) and the Computer Systems Group of the University of Waterloo (UWCSG) based on the WIDE toolkit and associated technologies. These
software tools and processes were developed by the UWCSG in conjunction with
COMAP and have been used to build and deploy over 80 web-based and mobile
platforms for many different partner organizations in areas such as environment,
socio-economic development, tourism, population health, aboriginal affairs, arts
and culture, and built heritage. These partner organizations range from local
NGOs, businesses, universities and research centres, to all levels and types of
government including indigenous First Nations groups and the United Nations.
The App will be an extension of an existing platform called First Story, which
already captures many aspects of the rich cultural heritage of the various indigenous First Nations communities that have been resident in the GTA over the
centuries. Many different indigenous groups have already contributed to First
Story and they will continue to expand the material available as well as identify
new sources. COMAP and UWCSG jointly have the technical expertise and the
connections to content providers to make the Pan Am Games App a reality.

2

Background

How did the Mississaugas of New Credit First Nation (MNCFN) become the host
indigenous community for the 2015 Pan Am/Parapan Am Games? This hosting
activity occurred because of the land that they settled over three centuries ago
and because of recent rulings by Canada’s Supreme Court. The MNCFN is part
of the Ojibway (Anishinabe) Nation, one of the largest indigenous Nations in
North America. In about 1695 the MNCFN settled permanently in Southern
Ontario in an area between the Rouge River (east of the GTA) and the River
Thames (near London, Ontario). This area became the MNCFN’s Traditional
Territory and it encompasses the GTA.
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Many political jurisdictions recognize that indigenous peoples have rights
over the land they have occupied for many decades if not centuries, their so-called
traditional lands. In Canada these rights have been clarified through Canadian
Supreme Court decisions in the form of an action called “duty to consult.” Duty
to consult means that any substantive change to an indigenous group’s traditional lands is governed by negotiation [1], [2] between the indigenous group and
the proponent(s) of change. These negotiations often result in settlements such
as an impact and benefit agreement that can provide monetary and other forms
of benefits to First Nations’ communities. For example, the agreement might
include provisions for quotas for jobs for local indigenous people, purchases from
native businesses or other local economic development opportunities. Although
there were two previous “Toronto Land Purchase” agreements (1787 and 1805)
between the government of the day and the MNCFN, the Toronto Land Purchase
Agreement of 2010 was ground-breaking as it reaffirmed the MNCFN’s claims
over the GTA as their traditional land, and demonstrated that public and private
proponents must negotiate with the MNCFN on a “Nation to Nation” basis.
Since the Toronto 2015 Pan Am/Parapan Am Games is making substantive changes within the MNCFN’s traditional lands the MNCFN has initiated
“Duty to Consult and Accommodate” consultations with the Games Organizing
Committee. The objective is to negotiate an impact and benefit agreement that
includes being the First Nation hosts of these Games. Through these consultations the MNCFN proposes to participate in the formal ceremonies, activities,
arts, entertainment and economy of the Games. This paper outlines an initiative
of the MNCFN to sponsor the development of an App for the Games that promotes the presence of First Nation communities in the minds of residents and
visitors to the GTA and develops a greater understanding and awareness of First
Nation values and contribution to the wider community.
This proposed mobile App will give visitors and Torontonians a slick free
easy-to-use guide to book and attend the venues, to catch up on the news and
events and to experience the excitement of the Games in a “virtual context”
that also celebrates First Nations culture. The proposed App would be an accommodation under the MNCFN “Duty to Consult and Accommodate” protocol
with the 2015 Games Organizing Committee. Through accepting, promoting and
partnering with the MNCFN on this App, the Toronto Pan Am/Parapan Am
2015 Games committee would be helping to meet their legal requirement.

3

Games App Development Partners

There are partners required to provide both content and technology for the App.
The MNCFN, Toronto Native Community History Project (TNCHP) and Native
Canadian Centre of Toronto (NCCT) will supply the content, while COMAP and
UWCSG will supply the software technology and design, build and deploy the
App. These partners are described next.
MNCFN/TNCHP The MNCFN has been collaborating with the Toronto Native Community History Project (TNCHP) to collect the rich sources of
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First Nations information within the GTA. The TNCHP is within the Native Canadian Centre of Toronto and is participating in the development
and maintenance of a mobile App and its content under a pilot, beta project
called “First Story Toronto.”
NCCT The Native Canadian Centre of Toronto (NCCT), which houses the
TNCHP was founded in 1962 with the purpose of delivering programs and
services to urban Native indigenous people. As Toronto’s oldest Native indigenous community organization, the NCCT provides social, recreational,
cultural and spiritual services and is a gathering place for the Native community and visitors alike. The NCCT does this by honoring and fostering the development of Aboriginal knowledge and traditions within a self-determining
community that includes the spirit of youth and Elders, and through a variety of community outreach and educational initiatives about Aboriginal
culture and history.
COMAP/UWCSG The Centre for Community Mapping (COMAP), a notfor-profit corporation devoted to research and development, creates and deploys strategies for socio-economic, cultural and environmental innovation
based on modern information and communications technology. UWCSG is a
research group at the University of Waterloo that builds software technologies that make it much easier to design, build, deploy and maintain Web
and mobile software applications and is the developer of the WIDE toolkit,
which will be used in creating this App.
These partners have the expertise to develop the proposed App because of their
existing collaboration in creating the First Story Toronto Mobile App, which
debuted in 2012. A description of this App follows.

4

First Story Toronto Mobile App

The proposed App for the Toronto 2015 Pan Am/Parapan Am Games will be
built upon existing technology and content, which was initiated by the TNCHP
and produced for the existing First Story Toronto App.
Since 1995, the TNCHP has been engaged in researching and preserving the
indigenous Aboriginal history of Toronto with the goal of building awareness of
and pride in the long Aboriginal presence and contributions to the City. The
TNHCP has a mandate to:
– serve as a steward of the oral, documentary and material records of Aboriginal people in the GTA from time immemorial for the continued enjoyment
and education of the community;
– provide access to this rich history;
– maintain an archival repository; and
– coordinate and facilitate outreach programs.
The TNCHP shares this history through a variety of initiatives such as the Great
Indian Bus Tour of Toronto, walking tours of places in the City, and making
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accessible a growing archive of historical materials about Toronto’s Aboriginal
community. The TNHCP has been continuously governed by a committee of
Native community members and non-Native allies including: Native traditional
healers, knowledge holders, fluent language speakers, and students and scholars
of history, anthropology, art, museum and archive studies.
The TNCHP has long maintained that the Aboriginal history of Toronto
should be told through stories about geographic locations in Toronto’s landscape that best exemplify the city’s ongoing Aboriginal heritage. This view of
history leads to a consideration of an online and mobile, multi-media map of the
Aboriginal history of places in Toronto where First Nation stories about Toronto
can be shared with the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal community.
The First Story App for Toronto has been designed to focus on communitybased interactive mapping services, with related databases, to empower the aboriginal community to capture and save community information. The system uses
narratives, enhanced by multimedia, to connect the values of the aboriginal people with related geographic features and to link with digitized and interpreted
source materials. The First Story Toronto system supports a landscape related
oral tradition.
The First Story Toronto App was first launched in October 2012 at the
ImagineNATIVE Festival [5] and has been expanding successfully since then. To
access the First Story Toronto App on Google Play connect to [12]. The App
is also available in the Apple Store and can be found by searching for “First
Story.” The goal of the First Story Toronto system is to capture all available
data including:
– cultural and spiritual information;
– traditional ecological knowledge;
– archaeological, tangible and intangible cultural heritage, including art and
artifacts;
– traditional land tenure; and
– political decision making.
The historical data for First Story is captured using the Dreamcatcher Geomatics
Web system. A brief description of that system and First Story App follows.
4.1

The Dreamcatcher Geomatics Web System

The First Story App and the App for the Toronto Pan Am/Parapan Am Games
2015 are part of a larger suite of technologies called Dreamcatcher Geomatics that is being developed by COMAP and UWCSG in conjunction with the
MNCFN. Dreamcatcher is used to capture indigenous First Nations heritage information and support Duty to Consult and Accommodate (DTCA) negotiations
as described in Section 2. Dreamcatcher has components that help to manage
proponents’ requests to make substantive changes on indigenous First Nations
traditional lands. The part of Dreamcatcher supporting heritage and DTCA will
have five functional components that operate together.
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1. A spatial and document database with secure map and mobile GPS content
contribution services to enable the MNCFN and their researchers to capture,
delimit spatially and substantiate sites and landscapes valued by MNCFN.
(Including, but not limited to: MNCFN traditional territory, MNCFN land
claims, reserve lands, sacred grounds, resources used for traditional purposes,
current resource use information, archeological sites of significance to the
MNCFN, cultural heritage archival and community narrative information,
constraint mapping which buffers areas of identified significance and access to
open data services for ecosystem data maintained by external organizations
for environmental modeling research.)
2. A secure web service that proponents can access to register and enter their
contact information, enter details for their proponent proposals and upload
digital versions of supporting documentation and spatial information (shapefiles) to a searchable spatial document management system.
3. A mapping facility with highly resolute imagery, selectable thematic layers,
and facilities for the import of proponent spatial data; that enables the
MNCFN and their researchers to comprehend implications of proposals in
the spatial context of valued sites and landscapes and ecosystem information.
A spatial negotiation service that enables and captures consultations with
shapefile revisions by the MNCFN and proponents.
4. Workflow dash-board services that order, track and schedule the management, communications and documentation for each proponent proposal.
5. An administration service that provides role-based access to data, workflow
and mapping publication services and community forum services for internal
discussions relating to proponent proposals and valued sites and landscape
information.
The Dreamcatcher Web System used for First Story Toronto and DTCA is
built using the Web Informatics Development Environment (WIDE) toolkit. In
the WIDE context, ”programming” has been primarily replaced with a declarative methodology thus providing a wizard or forms-based approach to building
most Web-based desktop or mobile systems. WIDE is primarily based on open
source software including PHP, JavaScript and relational database technology.
The WIDE toolkit provides meta-services or building blocks to support input
forms, reports, databases, documents, multimedia, maps, charts, graphs, agents,
notifications and alerts, publish-subscribe, indexing and searching, workflow, and
collaboration through mediated social networks and shared web presentations.
Part of the meta-toolkit supports specifying the operational relationships among
components. The Dreamcatcher/First Story Toronto system is built around a
powerful interactive mapping engine and related databases.
4.2

First Story App Home Page

The First Story App Home Page has searchable mapping and map display features called “mapupsTM .” An example is shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 1.
Each mapup gives a comprehensive highlight, using text and multimedia with
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Fig. 1. Web Home Page showing map and mapup with a link to the WIKI narrative
page

links to web pages for more content. A search can combine content type(s) with
keyword phrases and a selected map area. All results listed and mapped are based
on the visible map unless a map area has been selected for a search. Search results are presented on the Home Page allowing refined searches without leaving
the Home Page.
4.3

Community MapNotes Component

Community MapNotes enable the mapping of cultural knowledge using content management services for the development of heritage landscape stories or
narratives. Content management services are provided to develop wiki-style documents with tools for multimedia including embedding photographs and linking
to (citing) digital artefacts that have been previously described, mapped and
uploaded to a database.
A Community MapNotes content management page presents an opportunity
to add (or change previously added content) to the map with a selection of
content types. All but two of the content types are targeted to referenced content
such as scanned documents, photos, videos, audio recordings or locations. There
are provisions for attaching MapNotes to a point or polygon geographic feature
and there are provisions for adding meta-data based on archivist’s standards.
Referenced content can be cited in the “narrative” using wiki-links.
4.4

First Story Toronto Mobile Component

The First Story App displays federated data from the Dreamcatcher/First Story
Toronto and other spatial and document database(s). The App enables the selection(s) of content, such as points-of-interest or events, by category and subcategory, key word phrases, and selected map area as shown in Fig. 2. Content
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Fig. 2. Illustrates the iPad mapping interface with categorization/layer selection keyword search and temporal search for Events

is listed and mapped and will appear when an item is chosen from the list as
indicated in Fig. 3. A user can search for events by setting start and end dates
for a time frame and the App will list and map the events available during that
time period. First Story participants have responded to the phone and tablet
interface with enthusiasm but have asked for revisions to the web interface as
explained in the Section 7 (Work-in-Progress).

Fig. 3. Illustrates the iPad mapping interface with a WIKI narrative

4.5

Governance of the First Story Toronto App

The system to support the First Story Toronto App is participatory in that
many collaborating organizations and community agencies can post information. Authority to publish is distributed in that an organization can be granted
authority to contribute material. Each organization with such permission is responsible for the accuracy of the information being posted under their auspices
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and for the maintenance of access rights for individuals who publish on behalf
of their organizations.
While there is no editorial system as found in mainstream media, a social
network component provides mediated group forums for shared editing. Participating accredited individuals can review draft narratives and stories and add to
or question the information being offered.
The goal of the First Story Toronto governance services is to ensure democratic distribution of publishing rights. This means including all indigenous Aboriginal groups who wish to add information to First Story Toronto. However, not
all indigenous Aboriginal groups have the same stories regarding specific sites.
By enabling all groups to publish their stories the system allows for oppositional
and complementary views and values.
The Dreamcatcher system has a mediated social network for securely and
collaboratively accessing, contributing and sharing content. The social network
is a tree structure with a master group at the root and sub-groups under it ad
infinitum. For example, an indigenous community could form a master group
with each family in the community forming a sub-group. Forums provide the
structure around which any sub-group discusses topics of interest. For example, sub-groups could create forums around topics related to locations for food,
medicine, or sacred places.
Currently forums can be restricted to the group (private) or be open (public).
Anyone from outside a group can be invited to join a private group or can ask
to join if he/she knows the group exists. Similarly resources such as documents
created by a group can be shared with other groups.
The custodian of a mediated social network is in control of establishing the
groups and assigning a group moderator for each group. The moderator can then
admit members to that group. Both the custodian and the moderator have tools
for their respective duties. Members also have access to application tools and
tools for creating forums.
People who belong to a group are provided with identification in the form of
userids and passwords. Thus, access control mechanisms must be in place to allow
construction, distribution and access management. An administration services
link leads to a web page with tools to manage access by users, to create mediated
social media groups and manage MapNote categories. Control of sharing also
requires a security model such as role-based-access-control (RBAC) [4], which is
incorporated in the system.

5

The Toronto 2015 Pan Am/Parapan Am Games App

The Toronto 2015 Pan Am/Parapan Am Games App will build on the technology
and content already produced for the First Story App. The home page of the
App will show a map similar to that in Fig. 1 except that it will show the venues
at the main site of the Games. Each venue will be clickable so that a visitor can
discover what events will be occurring in that venue in a specific time period.
Of course the user will be able to zoom in or out or re-centre the map to show
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other details. There will be tabs on the map to allow the user to select other
sites such as the equine competition that is held northwest of the GTA or the
rich cultural information in First Story. Visitors will be able to use the App to
obtain event tickets and make reservations.
5.1

Enriched First Story Content

First story will be expanded to encompass information on the history of the Indian presence in the GTA for the last 100,000 years to the present. The modern
era of aboriginal people from First Nations across Canada living in the GTA
will also be included. All this data is being collected in order to create as full
a historical, cultural, and media record as is possible. This data will then be
combined with extensive and in-depth mapping to show both the general information and the levels of significance that various landscapes hold for the GTA
indigenous Aboriginal communities.
For example, research will include recordings of elders speaking about their
history and their long struggle to preserve the archeological and heritage sites.
Access will also be provided to their ancestors’ material culture and include the
work of artists who address their history and heritage. This information will then
be linked to a site on the map, such as Skandatut, a large village known to be
on the Humber River in western Toronto that was home to between 2000-2500
people and is still to be excavated. Similarly, a narrative will be created about
Taiaiagon or Gyetsakwyagon, two late seventeenth-century Seneca villages on
the Humber and Rouge Rivers.
The MNCFN are also developing a long-term initiative to inform the Canadian public of the history and presence of First Nations in Ontario called the
“Moccasin Identifier.” This project will site monuments at locations of historical
significance to Ontario’s indigenous First Nations. The monuments will feature
a rendition of community specific moccasin designs and a link to a mobile web
page with a multi-media narrative description (using GPS proximity, Near Field
Communication chip or 2-dimensional QR bar-code). The First Story Toronto
App will incorporate Moccasin Identifier content as a distinct story layer.
Visually, this App will excite and engage users with beautiful images of Great
Lakes cultural heritage and art some of which is housed locally at Toronto area
cultural institutions such as the Royal Ontario Museum [7] and some of which
can be found at museums and art galleries around the world. While the art of
some indigenous traditions is well known in the Americas, such as the totem
poles of the Haida [8] on the Northwest Coast or the Inuksuk [9] of the Inuit
in the Central Arctic, fewer people are aware of Great Lakes artistic traditions.
Part of the reason for this is that Great Lakes people typically worked their arts
on smaller items intended for daily or ceremonial use, rather than building large
monuments.
Nevertheless, there are striking images exquisitely worked in folded and dyed
porcupine quills, or beaded on hide or cloth, or carved in stone and wood. Examples of this heritage have been dispersed around the world, but especially to
Europe, because colonial officials often took such items home with them as either
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diplomatic gifts or purchases from local peoples. The authors are working with
Professor Heidi Bohaker of the University of Toronto, who is a co-director of
the Great Lakes Research Alliance of Aboriginal Arts and Cultures. This group
of indigenous community, university and museum-based professionals have been
working together to inventory and study Great Lakes material heritage in international collections. She has agreed to assist this project in identifying appropriate images and approaching institutions to provide access to include digital
images of a selection of these items in the App.
Some of these items of material culture have surprising stories to tell that
reinforce the spirit of the PanAm/ParaPan games by underscoring both historic
and present-day pan-continental connections. An example is a suit of beaded
ceremonial clothing worn by the prominent nineteenth-century Mohawk physician Dr. Oronhyatekha [10] to his 1860 audience with the Prince of Wales. The
clothing is now at the Los Angeles County Museum [11] in California!

6
6.1

Technology
The Interactive Map Client

A key piece of user technology to support the App is an interactive map client
where the map client is used as a visualization, retrieval, searching, and storage
tool. The client is supported by a map-tile processor to prepare the maps and
a map server to deliver them. The map server supports zoom-in and zoom-out
functionality and positioning over an area of interest. The map server supports
the interchange of information with geographic information systems (GIS) using
shapefiles [16] or through support of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
standard [15].
The map client interface is interactive and contains a map and a bounding
box with controls. The map is delivered from the map-server of geo-referenced
base maps and features such as roads, water courses or lakes previously. The map
client can also use maps delivered from the Open Street Maps (OSM) Server.
The base maps are delivered as tiles while any features are overlaid on the
map as translucent tiles, vectors or points represented as dots or other symbols.
The maps can represent any spatial or map-based concept including thematic
maps such as ones showing environmental or demographic data, roadmaps or
even floor plans. Combinations of maps or map layers can be displayed such as
a road map with a superimposed thematic map. Vector-based maps can also be
displayed where required.
The map client controls in conjunction with the map server support zoom-in
or zoom-out functionality and positioning over areas of interest. The map can
be scrolled with a pointing device such as a mouse or finger.
When connected to a database or directory of geo-referenced information the
controls on the interactive map client can be used to:
– Search for geo-referenced data in multiple databases. The map area searches
are defined by the frame around the map (touch screen) or a shape including
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a circle, rectangle or general polygon (desktop browser). The search function
displays the results as the search frame is defined.
Display the results of the search as an icon, point, circle or polygonal shape
on the map depending on the result of the search. For example, a building
would be displayed as a point or icon while a park is a polygon.
Interact with the location and shape of a geo-referenced object by re-locating
it or changing its shape (desktop browser).
Interact with a geo-referenced object to cause more information about the
object to appear on or next to the map in a separate frame.
Interact with a geo-referenced object by displaying a form associated with
the object in a frame. The form can be completed to add to the information
about the object in the geo-referenced databases.
Display layers of information related to different datasets. By supporting
map layers and their associated data it is possible to show how different
groups of data are related geographically.
Import or export shapefiles that once displayed on the map can be edited
graphically, stored and exported to other systems such as a commercial geographic information system (GIS) that can read such formats.

The API for the Google and bingTM map clients can also be used and enhanced
with the same functionality as is provided by the map client just described.
Thus, it is possible to use the map client with different sources depending on
availability and type of map needed.

7
7.1

Work-in-Progress
Lessons learned

Extensive user experience with the First Story web App for content management
purposes has indicated a need to simplify the interface
– Currently each of twelve object types (photo, video, document, location,
narrative etc.) have distinct content/data entry forms for descriptions, keywords, categories, archival meta-data, location etc. The solution will involve
a single page with a drop-down menu for selection of object type, an ability
to upload multiple files of the same object type to the same entry and an
ability to add supporting object types (such as the transcript of a video).
– Currently links between descriptions and other objects in the database is
handled using a WIKI linking methodology. This methodology will be replaced with a visual editor that allows the user to select target objects visually, without having to know the keyword(s) for the target.
7.2

Enhancements and new features

Enhancements and new features for the Games and First Story Apps contemplated by the MNCFN and the rest of First Story Toronto Collaborative keeping
in mind the lessons learned include:
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– Blackberry 10 and Microsoft Surface RT mobile deployment for phones and
tablets;
– 3D artifact imaging and touch visualization of museum quality artifacts and
archeological finds;
– A news and events dashboard that presents in “Front Page” mobile format
comparable to a national newspaper such as the Globe and Mail [13] or
national broadcaster such as the CBC [14] with priority of appearance based
on reader voting;
– An ability to build tours on the web interface with presentation in the Mobile
interface with navigation (e.g: Great Indian Bus Tour);
– An ability for users to register and create a trip plan by selecting from search
result lists and sharing the plan or experience with others;
– Graphics revisions/additions for enhanced user-interface experience, icons
etc.;
– The addition of selectable polygons in layers that replace or co-exist with
icons;
– Interface flexibility that will allow the user to choose between search results
that present as a list with a map that is replaced with chosen content and
an interface that presents content and retains a mapping element;
– the development of refined categories for selectable, searchable community
layers (e.g.: Moccasin Identifier, 3D Visualizations, an archeological layer
with video, outdoor Aboriginal Art etc.);
– Moccasin Identifier QR launched access to App stores for download of the
First Story Toronto App or Games App and immediate launch of the Moccasin Identifier specific monument content using GPS;
– Selectable views/content based on the audience e.g.: tourist, student, First
Nations community etc.;
– Multi-lingual including French, Spanish and Portuguese versions.

8

Legacy

It is anticipated that the First Story App will have been enhanced through all the
activity around the Games and this App will become the central organ for the
GTA indigenous community offering community events and a forum for current
news as well as heritage information, sustained by local commercial advertising.
The mobile App uses Google or bingTM map data. Commercial fees may apply
for use of commercial air-photo data for business directory based advertising
revenues. Should the City of Toronto contribute current resolute air-photo data
for delivery using the WIDE service such fees could be used, in part, to defray
the cost of replacement air-photos.

9

Conclusion

The Mississaugas of New Credit First Nation, the host First Nation of the
Toronto 2015 Pan Am/Parapan Am Games, proposes to celebrate the contributions of Ontario’s indigenous First Nations communities to the vibrancy of the
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Greater Toronto Area by building a mobile App for the Games. The technology
employed can also be used to promote the TORONTO 2015 Pan Am/Parapan
Am Games and be enhanced to offer ticket and accommodation booking and to
highlight the Games news, events, venues on mobile devices and pavilion kiosk
touch panels.
The Mississaugas of New Credit First Nation are pleased to offer the First
Story Toronto App and related technology for sponsorship in support of the
development of a combined mobile device and kiosk App for the Toronto 2015
Pan Am/Parapan Am Games.
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